The Harvard Extension Alumni Association Board of Directors work together to build a more active and engaged alumni body. Together they strive to provide Harvard Extension School alumni a wide array of opportunities to connect, celebrate, learn, network, and lead in their communities. Please submit your vote to elect the HEAA Board of Director roles which are up for election.

Please complete the following information and thank you for taking the time to vote.

**President (2-year term)**
- Bob Carp ALM '10
- A. Glen Kewley CSS '90
- Michael Fabiano ALM '16
- Prefer not to answer

**Vice President (2-year term)**
- Dan Ferrell ALB '15
- Joseph W. Reilly Jr. ALB '02
- Stacie J. Kyle CSS '95
- Prefer not to answer

**Director of Regional Engagement- Position 1 (3-year term)**
- Michael Duke CSS '87
- Ariel Gamiño ALM '03
- Elly Rostoum ALM '13
- Heather Friedmann ALM Sustainability '09
- Sunita Mittal Agarwal ALM '13
- Wilson T. VornDick ALM '15
- Prefer not to answer
Please complete the 2nd ballot page and thank you for taking the time to vote.

**Director of Regional Engagement- Position 2 (3-year term)**
**Please select a different candidate from Position 1**
- [ ] Michael Duke CSS '87
- [ ] Ariel Gamiño ALM '03
- [ ] Elly Rostoum ALM '13
- [ ] Prefer not to answer
- [ ] Heather Friedmann ALM Sustainability '09
- [ ] Sunita Mittal Agarwal ALM '13
- [ ] Wilson T. VornDick ALM '15

**Director of Local Events (2-year term)**
- [ ] Marc S. Alpert ALM '03
- [ ] Lauren King ALM English '16
- [ ] Ashley Castillo ALB '16
- [ ] Prefer not to answer

**Director of Reunions -Position 1 (2-year term)**
- [ ] Corwynn Crane ALM '07
- [ ] Suzanne Diab ALM Management '15
- [ ] Prefer not to answer

**Director of Reunion -Position 1 (2-year term)**
**Please select a different candidate from Position 1**
- [ ] Corwynn Crane ALM '07
- [ ] Suzanne Diab ALM Management '15
- [ ] Prefer not to answer

**Director of Awards and Recognition (2-year term)**
- [ ] Benjamin Flax ALM Management '18
- [ ] Barbara O'Reilly ALM '98
- [ ] Prefer not to answer